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Status
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Subject

Unable to select from format dropdown in WYSIWYG text editor with Internet Explorer 11

Version
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• Regression

Feature
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Description

Tiki Wiki 15.0 and Internet Explorer 11, Windows 7 OS

With text editor set to WYSIWIG I am unable to select format options from dropdown, dropdown flashes briefly and disappears when selected, not giving user a chance to select a heading size.

I have tested in Tiki Wiki 12LTS from demo site using same version of OS and IE and the dropdown functions correctly. So I believe the problem has occurred between V12LTS and V15LTS.

Have also tested with other browsers and can confirm that bug does not exist with Mozilla Firefox version 46.0.1 nor with Google Chrome 49.0. the format dropdown works as expected with Tiki Wiki 15LTS and WYSIWYG editor and I can choose what size of heading I want for my text.

As a workaround, I enabled the option to switch to non-WYSIWYG editor, but to input text to a text area tracker field it does not work (it does work on editing wiki page). In a tracker text area field when you switch editor it tells you that the update has been succesful and that you will be redirected in 5 seconds and switches out of edit session. Only workaround is to disable WYSIWYG editor for this text area field in tracker.

Importance

5

Priority

25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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I cannot reproduce this with Tiki 15.5 or ulterior. Can you reproduce with a current version?
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